The geometries are optimized at M06-2X-D3/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level of theory and the energies (kcal mol -1 ) with inclusion of ZPVE are relative to separated reactants CH 3 O 2 and OH.
is from Figure 1 in Weller et al. 6 (adopting the 1994 itinerary leads to similar results). The HPLC measurements from the 1996 cruise were excluded since those data showed very high sample-to-sample variability. Inclusion of the HPLC data would not alter the conclusions from these comparisons. Model results for simulations A (dark blue), B (green), and C (red) defined in Table 4 of main article. For CH 3 OOH, the dashed red line corresponds to simulation C_VR, similar to C, adopting the lower measured rate constant for CH 3 15 with estimated precision and accuracy of 15% and a detection limit of 10-31 pptv 16 . The model includes HCOOH formation from the OH-reaction of vinyl alcohol, the latter being formed from the photo-tautomerization of acetaldehyde as implemented in Peeters et al. 17 The number of measurements at each altitude bin is indicated on the right of each plot. Error bars represent the standard deviations of the measurements. The average biases are also indicated inset. Table 4 . Only measurements over oceans were considered. See Supplementary Figure 9 for more information on the measurements. n is the number of measurements per campaign. The mean bias factor is the geometrically averaged ratio of modelled to observed averages, and the discrepancy factor is the geometrically averaged ratio of the higher to the lower among the modelled and observed averages, as also defined as in Table 5 (Table 4) . Only measurements over oceans were considered. See Supplementary Figure 9 for more information on the measurements. n is the number of measurements per campaign. The mean bias factor is the geometrically averaged ratio of modelled to observed averages, and the discrepancy factor is the geometrically averaged ratio of the higher to the lower among the modelled and observed averages, as also defined as in Table 5 For the open-shell singlet diradical molecules, it is known that density functionals might
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give poor results for unrestricted energies because of the admixture of multiple spin states 19 . On the singlet potential energy surface, TS1 and TS4 are two 'early' transition states that leads to break the hydrogen bond in the reactant complex and the product complex, respectively. In the course of forming new O-O bond between the two radicals, the reaction might overcome another saddle point (TS1' or TS4') to give TRIOX, or the appearance of these two transition states on the DFT potential energy surface might be an artefact due to the admixture of the singlet and triplet states.
In order to justify the 'real' transition state of TS1 and TS4, we carried out a rigid scan from RC to PC that passing through all the 4 possible transition states TS1, TS1', TS4, and TS4'.
We interpolated 6 points for each of the linear conversion of RC→TS1, TS1→TS1', TS1'→TRIOX, TRIOX→TS4', TS4'→TS4, and TS4→PC, which give rise to 37 structures on the potential energy surface. Therefore, a rigid scan was performed at M06-2X-D3, energy, it is reasonable to consider the spin-orbit coupling of these two lower states of each multiplicity. Here we assume that the lowest singlet and second-lowest singlet as well as the lowest triplet and second-lowest triplet can interconvert readily due to the Jahn-Teller effects. Now, the first singlet and triplet are degenerate, so the 1 PC minimum is effectively also the 3 PC minimum. So they can interconvert without a barrier. One very rough estimate of the rate constant for interconversion is to simply calculate the frequency associated with the coupling matrix element, as this corresponds to the frequency of Rabi cycling oscillation between the two states. However, because these two states both correspond to the same Jahn-Teller state of the CH 3 O fragment (and the same state of the HO 2 system), then there is almost no spin-orbit coupling (SOC) between them, it comes out as about 0.4 cm -1 . There will also be some contribution from spin-spin coupling, but that will be also small.
However, the spin-orbit coupling between the lowest singlet state and the second-lowest triplet state (or between the second-lowest singlet and the lowest triplet) is expected to be much larger, as there is now an orbital angular momentum difference. Indeed, we find a coupling matrix element of 58 cm -1 in both cases. In reality, there will be some kind of barrier needing to be crossed to go from the minimum of the lowest singlet state in 1 PC to a region where the second triplet state is degenerate with it.  Now, this value is subject to many approximations and assumptions. Some of these we can test, some we cannot:
(a) We assume that the NA-RRKM works (and that e.g. centrifugal effects are unimportant, the NA-RRKM is not J-resolved). For this reason, we used the unprojected frequencies for calculating the ZPVE to avoid the artificial initial discontinuity of -2.5 kcal mol -1 relative to the equilibrium ZPVE of the PC when using the projected frequencies. Second, for this specific case, it is mainly the OO-H stretch mode in the HO 2 moiety that leads to changes between unprojected and projected frequencies, as this mode has an important component along the RC at the early stages but not anymore in the "TS" region itself, and that anyway, near the TS, the H-O 2 stretch mode with its 10 kcal mol -1 quantum cannot be active at our low total distributable energy of only 8 ~ 9 kcal mol -1 . For these reasons, we used the unprojected frequencies for both the G and ZPVE in the k diss calculations. Note that in the region of the variational TS, the unprojected and projected frequencies are in fact very similar to one another. We calculated the two k diss also using projected frequencies for ZPVE and G str (E v -E str ), finding k diss values only 12 +/-3 % higher and a direct methanol yield only about 10% lower compared to the values using unprojected frequencie.
Supplementary Note 4: Sinks of stabilized trioxide CH 3 OOOH
The important sinks for stabilized CH 3 OOOH in the troposphere are likely: (i) thermal decomposition, (ii) gas-phase reaction with OH, (iii) gas-phase reaction with water dimer, and (iv) uptake by wet aerosol and cloud droplets (not necessarily in that order): (ii) The CH 3 OOOH + OH reaction is expected to proceed through a very stable, doubly-Hbonded 6-ring pre-reaction complex and a submerged TS, the latter also in view of the ~38 kcal 
